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When parts are produced using injection molding processes, it can be difficult to ensure
that these parts take on the intended shape at the end of the process. We aim to im-
prove the quality of the produced parts through the application of numerical optimization
methods and inverse techniques.

During the injection molding process, a hot molten material is injected into a mold cavity.
It is cooled down inside this cavity such that it solidifies and takes on its final shape.
Depending on the specific material, the cooling and solidification process can be slow
and inhomogeneous. This leads to inhomogeneous shrinkage behavior, as well as residual
stresses. Both these aspects can lead to warpage and therefore to deviations between
the resulting and intended part shapes. Among various options for the prevention or
reduction of these deviations, our approach consists of geometrical adjustments to the
cavity shape for the compensation of shrinkage and warpage.

In order to apply mathematical shape optimization methods to this problem, certain
ingredients are required. In addition to an objective function for the shape quality, a
suitable parameterization must be found for the cavity shape. For the efficiency and
solvability of the optimization, it is important that this parameterization should be low-
dimensional, i.e., the number of design parameters should be kept small. However, we also
require a smooth and CAD-suitable description of the shape. For this reason, spline-based
shape descriptions and Isogeometric Analysis lend themselves well to this task.

Instead of mathematical optimization methods, it is also possible to formulate inverse
variants of certain process steps. This allows a more efficient approximation of an im-
proved cavity shape. In combination with Isogeometric Anlaysis, such methods yield a
CAD-suitable cavity shape without any additional geometrical processing.
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